
 

 
 
 

THE KRYON TEACHINGS 
Channeled by Mario Liani 

 
The Kryon Group is the name Mario Liani uses to describe the loving energy of 

Kryon, which is not a single entity but rather a group of highly evolved beings of the 
angelical realms operating as a group — not as individuals — in absolute synchronicity.  

Kryon is currently being channeled in several languages 
by different spokespersons around the world.  

Mario Liani is a channel for Kryon in the Spanish language. 
 

 
YOUR OLD, WORN OUT…WONDERFUL, INTERDIMENTIONAL SHOES. 

Channeled live on April 11 & 12, 2009 
(Freiburg, Germany) 

 
PART I 

4/11/09 
 

The first part of this channel was given on the first day (April 11) of the Second 
International Kryon Festival in Freiburg, Germany.  Mario Liani’s participation - which 

began at 1400 hours and ended at 1530 hours - included a conference and meditation, 
and ended with a channeling session that lasted about 40 minutes. 

 
Kryon’s voice… 

 
I am Kryon, in magnetic service to all humanity. 
 
The veil opens again… the inter-dimensional veil is again pushed aside so that we can 
be here. 
 
You heard it in the wonderful visualization: this is a reunion of Souls… we are Family. 
 
We are all here… and by “all” I don’t mean just you: we are here… EVERYBODY. Those 
you cannot see, but maybe you can feel, are also here with us now. 
 
This is a big family reunion, because the human and the inter-dimensional being are 
ONE. Don’t forget it. 
 
And this is how the amazing and wonderful human comes, once again, to meet 
himself. 
 
 
 



What do you see on your feet? 
 
Oh, my dear human, I am going to speak to you now, I am going to speak directly to 
you. This is directed at you, the one sitting in that chair… 
 
I’m going to ask you to look at your feet for a moment. What do you see? You won’t 
see anything extraordinary on your feet; you will see footwear, shoes… 
 
Carefully observe your shoes, don’t look at them with your physical eyes. Try to see 
them with your inter-dimensional eyes. If you could see them with those eyes, let me 
explain what you would see… 
 
You would see a pair of dirty, dusty, scratched, battered shoes… and maybe you will 
ask yourself, “Why do the shoes I’m wearing look so worn out? Why, Kryon?” 
 
Because you have walked for a while in those shoes! You have gone over many 
obstacles! Sometimes you had to kick down the obstacles with your feet. Other times 
you had to walk so far away that your shoe sole is threadbare… but they’re still there. 
 
Why do you think is that way, dear human? Why is it necessary for you to walk and 
walk and walk… chasing your own truth? 
 

Following some, leading others along the way 
 
During this long journey, perhaps you forgot why you were walking or where you were 
headed. It seems as if something got you on your way, as if something urged you to 
travel along a certain road.  
 
Sometimes you took off on your own… other times you followed others, because you 
saw them walk down a certain road and you felt the desire to follow that same road.  It 
really doesn’t matter if you followed or led… That’s not what’s important. The 
important thing was “The Road.” 
 
And that is how you, dear human, begin to remember what it was that triggered in you 
the need to begin that walk… 
 

In search of the prophet from another era 
 
Maybe you remember that a long time ago, you lived in small village, in a remote and 
tiny village in your province or region. And one day someone came to visit your village. 
On that day, a foreigner came with news, with good tidings… 
 
The stranger told you - and those around you - that he had great news: “I’ve heard 
some talk about a prophet” - he said - “I’ve heard that someone speaks with the voice 
of God, they say he’s been anointed by God!” 
 
His words awoke the curiosity and interest of everyone, to the point where you all 
wanted to go hear the words of this man. 
 
Then, you - human being - asked yourself: “Why not go and hear the voice of God 
from the prophet’s mouth? I need to hear the voice of God! I want God to speak to me 
directly!” 
 



So, that human that was, and still is, you, got on his way, took to the road… and 
without knowing it, you put on the inter-dimensional shoes that were then, and always 
have been, yours, your companions. Those inter-dimensional shoes put wings on your 
feet - and they also made others hear the same calling. 
 
Back in those days, you got started on your journey only by the power of your own to 
legs… nothing else! Ah! You went because the desire to hear directly the word of God 
was very powerful in your heart… any sacrifice would have been worth it! 
 
And that is how you got there: leading others who had the same desire, the same need 
to know… 
 
And so your heart was filled with the love and knowledge, inspiration and hope you 
needed in order to continue on that road you have traveled so many times with the 
same intention… 
 
And then, amazing and wonderful human that you are - after being filled with the voice 
of Spirit - you came back to your village, your home… and you began to tell others 
about it, because you felt you had something important to share… 
 

Verifying the truthfulness of an “urban legend” 
 
And that is how the cycle repeats itself… in the same way you sometimes followed and 
sometimes led… 
 
In the same way that it happened then, it’s happening now… with some small 
differences. 
 
In those far-off days, you heard something we now call an “urban legend”: someone 
was talking about something that you had to go and check for yourself. 
 
However, I now ask you this: What do you think would have happened if that person 
had come to your village on that day and had said: “I’ve heard that there are five 
prophets, and they are all speaking with the voice of God!” What would you have 
thought then? I’m sure you know what I’m going to say… 
 
Back then, you would have thought: “No! It cannot be! There cannot be five people 
speaking with the voice of God at the same time! One of them must be the real thing 
and the other four are fakes.” 
 
Why do think you felt that way, dear human? 
 

Neither original… nor false prophets 
 
Because your energy at that moment wouldn’t allow you to think differently. Because 
your own evolutionary system wouldn’t allow you to accept anything else… 
 
You probably would have taken steps to learn who was “the real thing” and who were 
the “false prophets”… Ah! But that happened a very long time ago… and your very 
worn out inter-dimensional shoes are proof of it… you know you have traveled a long 
road because they are so worn out… 
 



And you know - because of your long existence - that things don’t happened in the 
same way they did before, things are different now… 
 
You have heard of urban legends, you have seen them on the Internet… In fact, every 
millisecond (Kryon snaps his fingers three times) someone posts a new urban legend 
on the Internet. 
 

Five humans speaking with a single voice 
 
You heard that five humans were going to speak in the name of spirit, and we’re sure 
you didn’t speculate whether there was only one original and four fakes! Why do you 
think that is, dear? It’s very simple! Because your evolutionary level - which has 
helped raise the evolutionary level of humanity - has created in your heart the 
understanding that what is now going on is inter-dimensional. That is why you accept 
it and understand it without questioning it.  
 
What do we mean by inter-dimensional? It’s very simple: several people sitting in one 
chair, speaking with a single voice. Human? Yes. Expressing themselves with a human 
voice? Yes. But with a single spirit, a single purpose and a single connection.  
 
You have never seen anything like this; you have never experienced anything like it. 
Why do you accept it now? It’s very simple, dear: because you have changed! Because 
the long journey that wore out the soles of your shoes has achieved this miraculous 
effect.  
  
And when this amazing and wonderful human looks at his feet, what does he see? He 
sees a wonderful pair of dirty, battered old shoes. “Oh, I am so proud of them!” - you 
probably say. 
 

Please, don’t shine my shoes! 
 
I don’t think you would feel right if you looked at your shoes and saw a shiny pair of 
brand-new looking shoes that look as if they’ve never been worn, would you? You are 
probably now looking, out of the corner of your eye, to your left and to your right to 
look at the others’ shoes. It really doesn’t matter what you see, more than likely, you 
did help the others get mud on their shoes… 
 
Let me say it again… Perhaps if someone came over to ask if they could shine your 
shoes, you would say: “No! Don’t touch my shoes! They are fine the way they are, 
that’s how I want them.” 
 
How strange this spiritual world is, isn’t it? We use your daily life to get close to you, 
and we also laugh at it with you… 
 
Dear human, let me continue talking about the shoes, because I think that after today, 
any time you look at your shoes, you will feel differently about them… 
 
You proudly admire and feel happy about the state of your shoes. Don’t you think is 
strange that there was a time when you wanted to take them off permanently? As we 
say in our parts of the world, you probably wanted to “hang your shoes,” which means 
something like: “I give up!” 
 



Ah, maybe this happened during a dark period during your evolutionary process or in 
your present life, when you resisted the mere thought of putting on those shoes and 
walking in them again… However - even though you didn’t want to put on those shoes 
- they are always before you, within reach. 
 
How terrifying it is not to want to do something, but always having - all your life - a 
constant reminder. “I don’t want to, but there it is… I feel the pressure.” 
 

They are so old and look so worn out… but they are so comfortable! 
 
You have probably realized that these peculiar inter-dimensional shoes feel the same 
as a pair of earthly shoes… Has it happened to you, dear human, that when you have a 
pair of shoes that you really love, it doesn’t matter whether they are old and worn out? 
They are so comfortable… When you look at them, you tell yourself: “I have walked so 
much in those shoes… they look so old and worn out… but I won’t throw them away!” 
 
And that is how you, dear human, find yourself in this place today, proudly admiring 
your shoes, because you know that they once served their purpose, they brought you 
here. 
 
What is happening here is what usually happens when a human being is happy: the 
human being runs and dances with joy… you came here joyfully running to this 
wonderful gathering we had reserved for you today and tomorrow (speaking of 
Saturday 11 and Sunday 12 of April 2009). 
 
How many people did you bring with you? I can almost hear you: “Put on your shoes! 
Let’s go walking again!” And that is how you, dear human, help others walk… Before 
you tell someone where you’re going, try to tell them that you have a very special pair 
of shoes. Ask them to look at their shoes and to try to feel the nostalgia of the times 
when they wore those shoes a great deal. Tell them that the purpose is not to set a 
new direction… it’s simply to walk.  
 
All you have to do in life is walk, walk, walk… During these long walks there are places 
where is necessary to make a stop and talk to others…. So, my dear human, it doesn’t 
matter if you have to stop once in a while, it’s ok, and necessary, to rest! 
 
Every now and then, give your shoes a break. Lovingly, put your shoes away and tell 
them that, when you regain your breath or your faith, you will put them on again to 
continue the journey.    
 

Your own voice reminded you that it’s time to wake up… 
 
That is why you went on the road again, in search of self, needing to hear yourself 
through someone else’s voice. How paradoxical it is that you, human, set the alarm to 
be awakened by your own voice! And when you are awakened by your own voice, you 
never recognize it… because you think that someone else set that alarm for you.  
 
However, you are very sure that you are here today because you decided to use your 
shoes and set the correct time to get here and awaken today… You are here listening 
to us, but what is said is not important, what is important is that you feel that the call 
is for you. That call is silent and only you can hear it… in your heart. That call could be 
a reminder o a true wake up call to get going, or just the comfort of knowing that you 



are on the right road, not the road others are following, but your own road, the road 
your shoes know how to travel. 
 
You, human being, heard an urban legend and went on the road, you are here now 
hoping to feel… or maybe feeling everything. We know that your heart will realize - 
during these hours we will spend together - that all the messages you are hearing are 
transmitted by “the same voice” (in reference to the other channels for Kryon). 
 

Even if the channel gets up from the chair… someone is still sitting there! 
 
That voice comes “from the chair,” not the physical chair, but the chair where each one 
of the channels will sit so that we can give you what we have for you today… 
 
When that channel gets up from the chair, we will remain seated here, don’t forget it! 
 
We want you to know, dear human, that we value your effort and the tenacity to come 
here today to listen to yourself. We appreciate your courage, your trust, and we assure 
you that we are always with you, you are never alone. 
 
I cannot say goodbye, because I am not going anywhere. I will stay here with you… 
 
You know what, human? I also have my shoes on, and today I am wearing my best 
pair, especially for you. 
 
Blessed be, go in peace. We bless you with all the love… 
 
And so it is. 
 
Kryon 
Channeled by Mario Liani 
 
 

Part II 
April 12, 2009 

 
The second part of this channeling sessions took place on the second day (April 12) of 
the Second International Kryon Festival in Freiburg, Germany, at the end of the event 
- between the 1800 and 1900 hours -  at this time, the attendees witnessed a multiple 
channeling session by the five Kryon channels who were in attendance. Each one of 
them was allotted ten minutes. Mario Liani was the first to channel, opening this 
energetic discourse with the following: 
 

Kryon’s voice… 
 
We are Kryon, in magnetic Service to all Humanity. 
 
We are still here… We have not left. This continues… 
 
This began a long time ago, not only two days ago (referring to the international event 
which began on April 11, 2009)… 
 
It began way before this event, dear human. It began when you expressed your 
intention to be here with us, when your desire was to hear the message that you 



finally heard during these two days… because the message, or messages, you heard 
were personal… they were meant for you. 
 

Five Humans, one voice 
 
We were waiting for you.  We kept the chairs warm until you arrived. And, even 
though this seems incredible, you also kept the chair warm… without knowing it. You 
make sure you gave you love and warmth to this place that was being readied for the 
arrival of your humanity, so that you could feel closer to home.  
 
From your chair, you only see humans sitting on these chairs. But even though your 
eyes see five chairs, there is ONLY ONE CHAIR. This chair is unique and inter-
dimensional, because there are five humans sitting here with one single purpose and 
one intention.  
 
The energy you and us have created here is unique, very special, because it feeds on 
the sense of unity and cooperation that made it possible for us to integrate and listen 
to whatever we had to listen to: the message that comes from you to us and from us 
to you. 
 

Are you wearing your old shoes again? 
 
Because when you, human, came here to listen to a channeled message, you actually 
came to make an exchange: your human side connected with your angelic side and 
together agreed to mutually communicate. 
 
That is how the human being comes to meet himself… without knowing it. It was your 
intuition that brought you here… those shoes you wore on this trip, the ones that 
reminded you that it was time to get going. 
 

The melody of love and infinity compassion 
 
You are sitting here, feeling the energy of only one chair, hearing the voice that sings 
only one melody: the melody of love and infinite compassion. The melody you needed 
to hear in order to feel that you are home. And the voice you are hearing is your own 
voice, amplified to a numerical digit that is impossible to quantify… but it is your own 
voice. 
 
With your own voice, my dear human, I tell you the following: this chair that you see 
has a name, and the name is INTEGRITY. This is the integrity you need to walk “the 
path,” because you cannot completely walk a path without integrity or without heart… 
 

A road with integrity 
 
Observe the integrity that surrounds you, remember the integrity with which you 
cloaked your actions and ask yourself about the moment you felt carried away by that 
powerful energy. It’s because of this integrity that you don’t care about what people 
say, as long as you are on the right path.  It’s integrity that places us (everybody, you 
and us) on a constant search of our own truth, because our truth needs our own 
integrity.  
 
We see and feel your integrity; we love you for it and bless you, my dear human. How 
much we love you! That is why we are here today, at your feet… we are still here. 



…And we continue (in reference to the channels who successively spoke after him), 
because I want you to know that there are no good-byes in the inter-dimensionality. 
 
And even though the energy goes from one human voice to the other, it stills has and 
evokes the same loving energy of Kryon, which continues to resonate in your heart… 
 
Kryon 
Channeled by Mario Liani 
 
Patrizia Pfister followed with another Kryon channeling… then David Brown, Sabine 
Sangitar and Lee Carroll, successively.  
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Mario Liani is a Numerologist and he directly advises persons, groups and enterprises 
from Caracas, Venezuela. 
 
Transpersonal Numerology - The Kryon Teachings: 
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